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ABSTRACT

Conurrent downloads aelerate information aess

speed for individual web users. The speed-up omes

from multiple onnetions launhed for one subjet

download, whih leads to unfairness at user level. In

this paper, we study the impat of onurrent down-

loads on the network. Partiularly, we investigate the

fairness between users who employ di�erent download-

ing onurreny. We also disuss how onurrent down-

loads a�et the transient behavior of the network.

1 INTRODUCTION

The past deade has seen a dramati growth in the num-

ber of users aessing the Internet. Web traÆ aounts

for a large portion of Internet traÆ. Numerous stud-

ies have shown that the nonuniformity of web aesses

results in hotspots of server and network load and in-

reases the lateny for information aess. Several teh-

niques have been developed to improve the lateny of

web aesses. Among them, onurrent downloads are

end-host enhanements whih open multiple onurrent

TCP onnetions to download requested web objets

simultaneously. By doing that, web lients an ag-

gressively grab bandwidth from both network and web

server, thus improve their own download lateny. In

the same time, the lateny of other lients who utilize

single onnetion will be degraded. Conurrent down-

loads also inrease the hane of network ongestion

and server overload. In this paper, we limit ourselves

to the impat of onurrent downloads on the network

part. The fairness among users is investigated. We also

disuss how onurrent TCP onnetions a�et the on-

gestion and transient behavior of the network.

The paper is organized as follows. In setion 2, we

briey desribe two ommonly used tehniques to in-

rease download onurreny. In setion 3, we show

how onurrent downloads inrease users' throughput

in an under-utilized network. In setion 4, fairness is-

sue is investigated within an optimization framework,

with the degree of the onurreny as the main param-

eter. In setion 5, we disuss the impat of onurrent

downloads on the loss and dynamis of the network.

Conlusions and future work is presented in setion 6.

2 HIGH DEGREE DOWNLOAD CONCUR-

RENCY

There are two ommonly used ways to inrease web

lients' download onurreny. As the �rst tehnique,

the browser �rst downloads the requested HTML page

from the server and then opens several simultaneous

HTTP onnetions to download all remaining objets

(e.g., images) embedded within the web page. Suh

parallel HTTP downloads improve the overall lateny

of aessing the web page and its onstituent images.

Most mainstream browsers use this tehnique, although

the degree of onurreny employed an vary from one

browser to another.

Reently a number of appliations have been devel-

oped that laim to signi�antly speedup HTTP down-

loads (e.g., FlashGet (FlashGet 2001), Go!Zilla, ReGet,

Download Aelerator, GetRight, GetSmart, Download

Devil). These appliations parallelize the download of

eah web objet by opening multiple onnetions per

objet and downloading a di�erent portion of the ob-

jet on eah onnetion (HTTP allows a byte range to

be spei�ed with eah request; these programs exploit

this feature of HTTP to parallelize downloads). Suh

appliations an be integrated with browsers via plug-

ins, making the entire proess transparent to end users.

This enables browsers to not only parallelize downloads

of multiple objets but also parallelize the download of

eah individual objet. The degree of onurreny em-

ployed by these appliations depends on the network

onnetivity of end users: the faster a user's Internet

onnetion, the larger is the onurreny employed for

downloads.



3 UNDER-UTILIZED NETWORK

In this setion, we are going to show how onur-

rent downloads improve users' throughput in a network

where resoure is not fully utilized. Network resoure is

shared among heterogeneous users. There is no expliit

information about how muh bandwidth is available for

eah individual user. As an end-to-end ongestion on-

trol mehanism, TCP aims at probing and grabbing

available network bandwidth and remains responsive to

network ongestion in the same time. But there are sit-

uations where TCP onnetions annot utilize network

resoure eÆiently. Two fators a�et the eÆieny of

TCP: additive inrease step size and maximum onges-

tion window size. By design, TCP inreases its onges-

tion window by 1 every round trip time given there is

no ongestion indiation from the network. If the net-

work is under utilized, the ongestion window will keep

growing until it reahes the maximum ongestion win-

dow size and stay there till the end of the onnetion

or a reeption of ongestion indiation.

It is proved in Chiu and Jain (1989) that ongestion

ontrol shemes an drive the network to a fair state

as long as they implement additive inrease and mul-

tipliative derease (AIMD). The linear inrease step

size � orresponds to the aggressiveness of ongestion

ontrol sheme in grabbing available bandwidth; the

multipliative derease fator � orresponds to the re-

sponsiveness when faing ongestion (for TCP, � = 1

and � =

1

2

). Analysis on General AIMD (GAIMD)

in Yang and Lam (2000) shows a ongestion ontrol

sheme an remain to be TCP-friendly (Mahdavi and

Floyd 1997) as long as � and � satisfy an equation. By

using N TCP onnetions for one download, the user

e�etively sets his � to N , whih enables him to grab

available bandwidth more aggressively. When there is

ongestion in the network, this user is not \friendly" to

other users who use just one TCP onnetion for their

download. We will disuss this fairness issue in next

setion.

Another important fator whih a�ets TCP perfor-

mane is maximum ongestion window size M . In an

ideal under-utilized network where there is no paket

loss, the TCP throughput of bulk data transfer is ap-

proximately

M

RTT

, where RTT is the round trip time of

the onnetion. For a onnetion with large delay band-

width produt,M is an potential throughput degrading

fator if it is not set right. For example, the default

value of M in windows operating system is set to be

8KB, whih means the maximum ahievable through-

put of a TCP onnetion with RTT of 1 seond is only

8KB/se, whih is not good enough for download of big

�les. There is an extension to TCP (RFC1323 1992)

addressing this issue by allowing window bigger than

64KB. Several operating systems, inluding Windows

2000, have inorporated this feature, by default it is

turned o�. Multiple onurrent TCP onnetions an

resolve this problem easily. As long as the network re-

mains to be under-utilized, using multiple onurrent

TCP onnetions an inrease the user's transmission

rate linearly, thereby shorten the download lateny per-

eived and improve the network resoure utilization.

4 FAIRNESS

When the network resoure is fully utilized, eah user

should bak o� upon reeiving ongestion indiations

from the network to avoid ongestion ollapse. HTTP

employs TCP as its underlying transport protool

whih tries to ahieve fairness among ompeting on-

netions. If we onsider fairness at the HTTP level,

users who uses a larger degree of onurreny for down-

loading will get a bigger share of bandwidth. To further

illustrate, we disuss this fairness issue under both ho-

mogeneous and heterogeneous network setting.

4.1 Homogeneous Network

In a homogeneous network, i.e., eah onnetion shares

the same bottle-nek link, the same round trip time and

the same TCP parameters, it is proved (Chiu and Jain

1989) that in steady state eah onnetion get its fair

share of the link bandwidth. It follows that an appli-

ation with multiple onurrent onnetions traversing

a bottlenek link will reeive a proportionately larger

share of the link bandwidth.

Assume n existing TCP ows on a ongested link,

two users download an objet over this link, one with

m onurrent TCP onnetions and the other with a

single onnetion. Then the fration of the link band-

width available to these users is

m

n+m+1

and

1

n+m+1

, respetively (assuming the ows are long lived and

reah steady state). In the senario where eah user

uses only one onnetion per objet, their bandwidth

shares would have been

1

n+2

eah. Hene, the band-

width share of the former user inreases from

1

n+2

to

m

n+m+1

, whereas that of latter user dereases from

1

n+2

to

1

n+m+1

as a result of the onurrent download. We

observe that suh unfairness an result even among

users using onurrent downloads. In general, any user

who uses a larger degree of onurreny for download-

ing web objets worsens the performane for users using

a smaller degree of onurreny.

4.2 Heterogeneous Network

For a network with heterogeneous users, it is no longer

true that eah TCP onnetion gets equal share of



bandwidth. We an adopt the model used in (Vo-

jnovi, Boude, and Boutremans 2000) and (Hurley,

Boude, and Thiran 1999) to disuss the fairness issue

among di�erent users. Let L be the set of links in the

network, S the set of TCP onnetions ompeting for

the network bandwidth and x the vetor of transmis-

sion rates of all the onnetions. The routing matrix

A = (A

l;i

; l 2 L; i 2 S), suh that A

l;i

= 1, if onne-

tion i traverses link l, and A

l;i

= 0, otherwise. For TCP

onnetion i, the round-tip time is �

i

, additive inrease

step size is �

i

, multipliative derease fator is �

i

. It

is proved in Vojnovi, Boude, and Boutremans (2000)

that the rates x are distributed suh that x maximizes

F

h

A

(x) =

X

i2S

1

�

i

log

x

i

�

i

+ �

i

x

i

(1)

subjet to the onstraints

X

j2S

A

l;j

x

j

� 

l

; 8l 2 L (2)

This is alled F

h

A

fairness among ompeting TCP on-

netions.

Asymptotially, if x

i

�

�

i

�

i

, i.e., small additive-

inrease/multipliative-derease ratio relatively to on-

netion throughput, the distribution of rates x maxi-

mizes

F

h+

A

(x) = �

X

i2S

�

i

�

i

�

i

x

i

(3)

subjet to (2); if x

i

<< �

i

=�

i

, then the objetive fun-

tion is

F

h�

A

(x) = �

X

i2S

1

�

i

logx

i

(4)

From objetive funtions (1,3,4), we an see the bias of

TCP against onnetions with large round-trip time.

If every user uses just one onnetion for download,

the fairness among users are the same as the fairness

among their onnetions. For users use multiple onne-

tions for one download, the throughput ahieved by a

user is the summation of rates of all his onnetions. Let

U be the set of users, with size jUj = m. Suppose user

j launhes n

j

onurrent onnetions for his download,

let x

i

j

be the transmission rate of its ith onnetion. The

aggregate rate for user j is y

j

=

P

n

j

i=1

x

i

j

. Also assume

all onnetions of one user follow the same route, de-

�ne users' routing matrix B = (B

l;j

; l 2 L; j 2 U), suh

that B

l;j

= 1, if user j traverses link l, and B

l;j

= 0,

otherwise. Applying notations �

j

, �

j

, �

j

for user j, we

an rewrite (1) and (2) as

F

h

A

(x) =

X

j2U

1

�

j

n

j

X

i=1

log

x

i

j

�

j

+ �

j

x

i

j

(5)

subjet to the onstraints

X

j2U

B

l;j

n

j

X

i=1

x

i

j

� 

l

; 8l 2 L (6)

Beause of the homogeneity among onnetions of the

same user, the optimal solution of (5) and (6) should

satisfy x

1

j

= � � � = x

n

j

j

=

y

j

n

j

. Given the uniqueness

of solution of (5) and (6), it is equivalent to solve the

optimization problem for y = fy

j

; j 2 Ug,

max

y

F

u

A

(y) =

X

j2U

n

j

�

j

log

y

j

n

j

�

j

+ �

j

y

j

(7)

subjet to the onstraints

X

j2U

B

l;j

y

j

� 

l

; 8l 2 L (8)

Comparing equation (7) with equation (1) with �

j

replaed by n

j

�

j

, we an see user j using n

j

onur-

rent onnetions is even more aggressive then a user

using one onnetion with inrease step size n

j

�

j

. This

is beause whenever there is one ongestion indiation

reeived by the user, only one of the user's onnetion

will bak o�. The loss rate for a onnetion is propor-

tional to its transmission rate, so the loss rate pereived

by a user is also proportional to its aggregate rate.

For the asymptoti limits (3) and (4), the optimiza-

tion problems for users' rates y are

max

y

F

u+

A

(y) = �

X

j2U

n

j

�

j

�

j

�

j

n

j

y

j

(9)

and

max

y

F

u�

A

(y) = �

X

j2U

n

j

�

j

log

y

j

n

j

(10)

subjet to onstraint (8)

It is lear from (9) that a user using n

j

onurrent

onnetions is equivalent to a user using one onnetion

with inrease and derease element set to be n

j

�

j

and

�

j

n

j

respetively. Thus users using more onnetions an

take advantage of users who use less onnetions by

more aggressively inreasing their rates in ongestion

avoidane stage and less onservatively dereasing their

rates upon reeiving a ongestion indiation.

If all users use the same number of onnetions for

their downloads, n

j

is no longer a ritial number in

the overall objetive funtion (5). Then multiple on-

netions is not a onern of fairness anymore. But ev-

erybody uses onurrent download an inrease the to-

tal number of onnetions within the network linearly,

whih in turn hanges the dynamis of the network dra-

matially.



5 IMPACT ON NETWORK BEHAVIOR

Conurrent downloads will hange harateristis of of-

fered traÆ to the network, thus hange the network

behavior. When a user swithes from one onnetion

sequential downloading to multiple onnetions on-

urrent downloading, it inrease the number of TCP

onnetions within the network. Notie that eah on-

netion of onurrent downloading only downloads a

portion of the requested data. Consequently, the life

time of eah onnetion should be shorter the duration

of one onnetion downloading. On the other hand,

TCP is a losed loop transfer protool. When there

are many onnetions within the network, the trans-

fer rate for eah onnetion will be throttled down, as

a onsequene, the duration of eah onurrent down-

loading onnetion will be prolonged. The download

lateny orresponds to the maximum duration of all

the onnetions belonging to the download. In the ex-

treme ase, when every user uses onurrent download-

ing with same degree, for eah onnetion the redu-

tion in its transmission rate will anel out the redu-

tion in the amount of data transfer. Thus, no user

an get improvement in his downloading lateny. To

make things worse, onurrent downloading may lead

to big loss rate, large osillation and poor link utiliza-

tion, whih in turn worsen users' performane.

5.1 Loss rate

Given a loss rate of p, a TCP onnetion an ahieve

throughput T /

1

p

p

(Mahdavi and Floyd 1997). Con-

sider a simple homogeneous network, there are m users

ompeting for total bandwidth C at a bottle-nek link.

Eah user launhes n TCP onnetions. At steady

state, let � be the ahieved bandwidth utilization, then

we have the simple equation to deide the average

paket loss rate:

n�m�

K

p

p

= �C (11)

Then paket loss rate is proportional to n

2

. (Note: The

TCP throughput formula is only good for reasonably

small p; it won't work when p is big, whih is the ase

when there are too many onnetions in the network.

The equation above just tries to demonstrate the im-

pat of onurrent downloads on the paket loss, annot

be diretly used to alulate hange of the loss probabil-

ity when users swith from one onnetion downloading

to multiple onnetions downloading.)

One onsequene of high loss rate is that lost pakets

have to be retransmitted, whih degrades the good-put

of eah onnetion and the overall download lateny of

data bloks whih onsist of those lost pakets. An-

other onsequene is that when loss rate is high, TCP

onnetions will be dragged into time out stage and

shrink their ongestion window down to 1 and takes

muh longer to reover. It auses big osillations and

poor network resoure utilization.

5.2 Transient Behavior

Other than fairness in steady state, transient behavior

of the network is also very important. For ongestion

ontrol shemes, desirable properties inlude smooth-

ness in sending rate, aggressiveness in grabbing avail-

able resoure and responsiveness when faing onges-

tion (Yang, Kim, and Lam 2001). From the network

standpoint, it is desirable to make the whole system

evolves in suh a way that it an ahieve high link

utilization, small queueing delay, and small queueing

delay jitter, et. Di�erent Ative Queue Management

(AQM) shemes, suh as RED (Floyd and Jaobson

1993), REM (Athuraliya, et al. 2001), have been pro-

posed to improve the network transient behavior. The

parameters tuning for those AQM shemes is diÆult.

One of the diÆulties omes from the unertainty of

network load level. Multiple onnetions downloads will

inrease the number of onurrent onnetions within

the network. It will have big impat on network tran-

sient behavior.

To study the transient behavior, we start from a

non-linear model of TCP dynamis whih is derived in

Misra, Gong, and Towsley (2000). Let W (t) be the

expeted ongestion window size of a TCP onnetion,

R(t) be the round trip time, whih onsists of queueing

delay and propagation delay, p(t) be the paket drop

probability. Then the non-linear di�erential equation

desribing the evolution of W (t) is:

dW (t)

dt

=

1

R(t)

�

W (t)W (t�R(t))

2R(t�R(t))

p(t�R(t)) (12)

Jumps in the sample path of individual ongestion win-

dow are smoothed out by taking the expetation. When

there are a large number of homogeneous TCP onne-

tions,W (t) is a good approximation of the sample mean

size of all ongestion windows. At the steady state, we

will have W

2

0

p

0

= 2.

In order to omplete the analysis of transient be-

havior of the network, we need to model the dynam-

is of both queueing behavior and queue management

shemes. For a single bottle-nek network, the queue

dynamis is simply

dq(t)

dt

=

W (t)

R(t)

N(t)� C (13)

where N(t) is the number of onnetions at time t and

C is the apaity of the bottle-nek link. To stabilize



queue length, we need to math the rate, i.e., let W

0

=

R

0

C

N

. By arrying out linearization (Hollot et al. 2001)

of the system around its operating point fW

0

; p

0

; R

0

g,

one an obtain the ontrol blok diagram of the system

with queue management sheme as the ontroller (see

�gure 1)

Queue
Management QueueTCPDelay

p W q

Figure 1: Control loop of the network

The transfer funtion of TCP is

P

tp

(s) =

R

0

C

2

2N

2

s+

2N

R

2

0

C

(14)

The transfer funtion of the bottle-nek queue is

P

queue

(s) =

N

R

0

s+

1

R

0

(15)

From equation (14) and (15), the number of onnetions

N is an important parameter for both the loop gain and

the time onstant of the open ontrol loop, whih basi-

ally deide the transient behavior of the whole system.

The main topi in Hollot et al. (2001) is to give out

some design guidelines of RED routers whih are ro-

bust against N and R.

One ounter intuitive result there is that the more

onnetions in the system the more stable the system

is. (See remark 3(5) in Hollot et al. 2001) The rea-

son is that at steady state the ongestion window size

of eah onnetion is inversely proportional to N . The

impat of N on the sensitivity of TCP window size to-

ward hange of paket loss probability p at router is two

fold. First, the loss event arrival rate at eah onnetion

is proportional to its urrent window size; Seondly, the

size of bak o� when reeiving a loss is proportional to

its window size. On the other hand, the sensitivity of

queue length toward expeted TCP window size is only

proportional to N . The overall sensitivity of the on-

trol plant P

tp

(s)P

queue

(s) is inversely proportional to

N . The more onnetions in the network, the bigger

the stability margin, and the slower the transient re-

sponse. For designing of RED parameters, reserving a

big gain margin will provide good robustness against

load hange.

Bear in mind, all the analysis is arried out on the

linearized model, whih assumes small perturbation

around the system operating point and ignores intrinsi

non-linearity of ongestion ontrol shemes, queue be-

havior and even queue management shemes. When the

load level within the network has a dramati hange, for

example, every user begins to use multiple sessions for

their download, the system operating point will hange

dramatially. It won't be a surprise for those non-

linearity ome into play. Partiularly, if the queue man-

agement at the bottle-nek link is drop-tail, beause of

its \famous" synhronization e�et, we an't avoid non-

linear analysis. In that ase, if there are a large num-

ber of onurrent onnetions within the network, when

there is no ongestion, eah onnetion inreases its on-

gestion window size by 1 eah round trip time. Then

queue will quikly build up at bottle-nek links. Pak-

ets will be dropped in bath. Eah onnetion begins to

bak o� and repeat the same yle in high frequeny. If

we also take the feedbak delay into aount, the large

number of onnetions will result in large over(under)

shoot of the aggregate transmission rate. The network

utiliation will degrade substantially.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

We studied the impat of onurrent downloads on the

network. Users who employ higher downloading on-

urreny an take more bandwidth from the network,

whih auses unfairness at the user level. Fairness has

been formulated as an optimization problem with down-

loading onurreny as an important parameters. Con-

urrent downloads inrease number of onurrent on-

netions within the network, whih in turn inrease the

loss rate within the network and degrade the good-put

of eah onnetion. They also hange the network dy-

namis dramatially, thus pose more hallenges for net-

work resoure management.

Sine onurrent downloads an improve response

times, there is strong inentive for users to employ suh

tehniques. Moreover, there is an inentive for servers

to provide onurrent downloading apabilities (sine

users pereive better \servie"), although too many

suh onurrent sessions will eventually harm the server

performane. This problem will beome more and more

important. As future works, more modeling and analy-

sis is needed for network transient behavior when there

are large number of onurrent downloads. It will also

be very important to investigate the impat of onur-

rent downloads on web servers.
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